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Phi, Beta I(appa Elects Chope, Hoffman, McCallip
• • •

• • •

. . '.

• • •

• • •

Campus Political Clubs To Hold Town Hall
Meeting
,
All Students Urged
To Join In Rally
On Friday Night

I Winthrop

Scholars
Announced hyPres.
Blunt In Chapel

Newly Elected Junior Phi Beta Kappa Members

Virginia Chope '+0, Mat y Elizabeth Hoffman '+0, and Elizabeth
McCallip '+0, have been elected to
Phi Beta Kappa, on the basis of

The
Willkie
and
Roosevelt
clubs all campus
arc holding
a
Town Hall Meeting
in the auditorium Friday night, November
J,
at seven thirty P.~1.
'The speakers and their subjects
nrc as follows:
Mrs. Morrison,
Republican; AIfrecl Bingham,
Democratic-e-Foreign Policy.
.vI r. Chakcrian,
Republican;
Dr. Lawrence,
Dcmccrntic-e-ln-

their standing through their J unior
year, President
Blunt announced
ill Chapel all Tuesday, October 29·
Virginia Chope, all English major,
is President of the Senior Class;
~lary Elizabeth Hoffman is a Zoology major and an assistant circulation manager
for N eurs : Elizabeth .~lcCallip,
who is a M athemrcrua l Reform.
aries major, was a Robinson ScholMarv Hall, Republican;
Thyrar ill her Freshman
year and has
z.a Magnus,
Democratic-Third
since held a "\/lcClymonds
scholarTerm.
ship.
Mrs.
Morrison,
former
presiPresident Blunt
explained
that
dent of the New London League
Phi Beta Kappa elects its new
of Women Voters, and Mr. Bingmembers twice a year, those elected
~IARY HOFF~IAN
VIRGINIA CHOPE
ELIZABE'rH McCALLIP
ham, running for Democratic
Senin the fall being chosen on the basattn for the state of Connecticut,
•
is of thei r work th rough thci I' J uuare both active in politics in the
ior year, and those elected in the
city.
The speakers,
drawn from
spring, on their work through Senthe student body, the faculty and
ior year. She also explained
that
New
London
political organizabefore Connecticut
College had a
nons, offer VItal and vaned points
r
chapter 01 Phi Beta Kappa, it had
01 view to students
and faculty
an organization
known
as the
members who are looking for new
by
Sally
Kelly
'43
Winthrop
Scholars.
Now,
students
By Sally Klskadden '41
Modern Science and Modern
ideas and fresh outlooks.
"There
are some n-aditicns,
you elected to Phi Beta Kappa
autoA large and enthusiastic
audi- Living
was the tonic of IVIr.
The purpose of the rally is twoprobably know,
maricaily become Winthrop
ScholDirector
of
fold. Primarily, it is for the educa- ence was on hand to hear Jose George R. Harrison,
For Hallowe'en
parties, that just ars.
tion of those on campus who are Iturbi, the celebrated
Spanish
pi- Research
at Massachusetts
Insu"ghost" to show
"I like to analyze with you ev.
tutc
of
Technology,
who
spoke
at
staunch supporters of Roosevelt or
That strange appar-itions
will nl- ery year," the President continued,
anist, open the concert
series at
.
..:>
Willkie but do not know why. The Connecticut
College
all
Wednesthe ~on.vocatlon . held:> 1ll I elmer
ways appear:
"the two things
which
I think
speakers are going to appeal to day evening, October z jrd, in the Auditorium
at 4.00 I .IV!. .on Oc- They know of our party and "spec- make a student attain high academreason and not to emotion.
Their
Palmer Auditorium.
Mr. lturbi,
~ober 29, T~e le~turr, whICh. was
'ter" be here.
ric standards.
They are, the ability
purpose is not to point out the de- who is one of the best-known
fig~ Illustrated Wlt~ slldcs. showed that So I write
to do work
with finish, coupled
fects of the opposing party, but to ures in today's musical world, pre-I evcn though ,sc.lcnce has stepped up To invite
with the desire for perfection,
and
clarify the issucs of their own par- sen ted a program which was entire- d,le pace of bVlllg so that oll,r w?r- You to our party on Wednesday
the ability to·do real thinking and
ty. Construction,
not destruction,
night."
analysis on your own. A combinaIy satisfactory to those who prefer- nes ,:lre ~llore numerous .. SC](;!ltISts
is thc motto of this Town
Hall red compositions of a seriolls kind, are , tak.ll1g nature to YI~ces and
Creep out of vour cavcs you tion of these twO abilities makes a
d hi"
Meeting.
Secondarily, this meeting as well as to those who enjoyed the pUttlng,lt t?gether again 111 a way
ghosts and "specters";
tonight's
gO?, sc a ar.
.
is for those in our college who will so-called llpopular classics." It was that wd.1 gIve us better contra! of your night.
Whisk yourselves
to
.Whethe;· or not a gIrl l~lakes
cast a vote on Tucsday, November
a program
which
ranged
from our el1Vlronm~nt.
.
the Gym, a-stride
your
broom- PhI Beta Kapp,~, she ~la~r stdl do
fifth. It is hoped that no one will George Handel to George GcrshM~" Harnson
explallled
that sticks, to hobnob with hob-goblins
sc~olar},Y work.
PreSIdent Blunt
leave as a doubtful voter or an on- win. but maintained in spite of its chemists are rearr.anglllg
molecul:s
and banter
\\"ith elves,
Service said.
She may also ·do ,graduate
the-fencer.
scope, a pleasant unity of spirit.
to make such thlllgs as synthetl.c League
and Outing
Club.
Be- work af~er she h,~s attamed
her
After the speeches, the meeting
Mr. lturbi is above all an im- rubber a,~d Nylon.
The r~lb?er IS witchers, Inc., send you this poetic Bachelor s degree.
will be opened for discussion and pressive virtuoso.
His technique,
not pr~ctlCal n.ow because It IS .too invitation to the Faculty-Student
There are now ele~cl1 members
questions.
It is hoped that this polished to the highest degree of expenSIve, but If we could not Illl- Hallowe'en
fete which takes place of the class of I~40 ?Olllg gra~llate
Town Hall rvleeting of Connectibrilliancy, fairly glitters.
In the port cr~lde rubber the dem?nd for this evening.
Be yourself or be work.
In c~rtalll ,llIles, . Preslde.l1t
cut College will have the full co- performance
of Spanish
music, synthetiC
nl~ber
would
Increase someone else; however the HallowBlunt expl~lI~ed, lIlcludll1g SOCial
operation of the faculty
and stu- which
requires
great
fire
and and. the pnces
would
?ecreas~. e'en spirit moves you.
work;
medl~l.ne. law,
advanced
.
I teachmg positions, and othcr prodents. Remember,
it's Town Hall strength, he has no equal. It was ~hls wo~tld affect econOllllC ~ondl~
(Contlnlleo
to Page Six)
ne prepare d Ior an. ev~n1l1g a
Friday night!
not surprising therefore to find him tlons. which are alllong the biggest
sllspense. At the bewltch1l1g hour
at home with the music of Franz
warnes of t?~ay.
.
'
of eight
all will
be admitted
Liszt,
which makes similar
deThe phYSICIst who IS w?rkmg on
mands of technique.
In the "Jeu the control of cnergy denved from through the downstairs entrance to
the Gym into the Chamber of Hord'Eau
la Villa d'Este" the pian(COllHnlled to Pa~e Ellrhtl
rors.
Only the conspirators
know
ist transformed
his instrument
into
what will happen there, but you'll
President
Blunt will entertain
1
I
h
S eason
. bl e I ountalll,'
f Allhe' seats or t e 1940-4
C 11
C
a venta
w h ose casdiscover in due time. \Vh<ltever of the Transfer
Students with a Cofate
. onnectlcut
a ege
~n- cades of water rose and fell, sohyou is left from
your journey fee at her home at seven o'clock on
cert Senes have been sold, whlCh I
fi
d th
11 d into a
through the Horror Chamber will vVednesday evening, October 30th.
means that many students who had Yhat rst, atn
etn ',weth e cal cl '
.,
..
I
'k
t un d erollS orren a
e
1 ustruggle
upstairs
to the light. The gathering will be one to fur"Society's
Problem
of
"YIental
antlClpated
buymg
slllg e tiC 'ets,
f'Th "EI ' th»
e of the
There
Hallowe'en
colors, orange ther the acquaintance
'II b d'
'd
I .
slon.
e
e\·en,
on
Illness"
will
be
the
topic
of
Dr.
of the stuWI
C
t'd'IS suggest- Iesser- kith
, lsapPOlnte.
nown a
e "H u ngar,'a"
and
black
streamers
stretched
\iViliiam
A.
Bryan,
Superintendent
dents, and one at which
~liss
cd that d a student Wishes to IS- Rh
d'
·fo 'ned with
across the room, will brighten your Blunt may learn to kno\\" the new
of the NOf\\-ich State Hospital,
posc of her ticket
for one of the t h ataPfso
.
ami~els,
lar Swlas.pehl
avlC t ro 'b' an d n'ch who will spcak in the Palmer Aud- prospect for the rest of the night. students better.
concerts' aB notice
'
' bl' ~ sug'
d beh posted
If on Ththe ness 0 I color w h'ICh lllvana
fortune
tellers
These students, who were slightitorium, vVednesday evening, No- Th ree mystrious
u
etlll
oar
to
t
at
e
ect.
e
.
I'
.
d
'
n IIb'
f
f gcsts whIr lIlg gypsies an passlOn(faculty)
may
be
able
to
reveal ly neglected the first week of colvember 6, at 7 :3°, under the auson ly way to a t~lIl s~ats or any a ate violins.
things pertinent
to your futurelege due to the fact that that time
the concerts now will be through
S·
I I ' l'
't mood vas pices of the Psychology Club.
mid-semesters,
perhaps.
Apples will was devoted more to the freshmen,
Dr.
Bryan,
who
had
previously
direct purchase from a season tick- H 'd"cI; y ~'Aa~slCa.1,'h', 'V 'a"'o'ns'»
'b
an e s
II' WI
an
be had for the bobbing. Be 011 hand are being fully repaid for their pa·
et subscn er.
from the Harmonious Blacksmith been in charge of the Worcester
for the traditional
student-facult~,
State
Hospital,
is
now
introducing
tient wait.
All of them have rewhich opened the program.
The
potato-races.
Vying for the prizes ceived formal invitations, and they
certain
changes
in
organization
at
University
of Illinois
Alumni extreme simplicity of its phrasing
of both are eagerly anticipating
President
the Norwich Hospital,
and devel- will be sixteen mcmbers
News reports 85 to 90 per cent of and the clarity of its melody were
groups, eight in a race. Then, as Blunt's affair for them.
oping
the
psychological
work
there.
and ~1r. lturbi empha(Continued
to Page E:ght>
are employcd
in delightful,
1940 graduates
(Continued
to Page Eig-bU
<Continued
to Page EIght)
work of their choice.
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Enthusiastic Crowd Effect Of Science Ghosts And Gobhns
Applauds Iturbi At On Modern Living To Haunt Gynt .Itt
Opening Concert Topic Of Speaker Annual Spook Fete

r

Concert Tickets No
Longer Available

I

Transfers Invited
To Miss Blunt's

a

Dr. Bryan Speaks
On Mental Illness

I

Il

l'

,
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Connecticut College
Established

COLLEGE

Wednesday,

NEWS

ews

Octoher 30, 1940

FREE SPEECH

1916

Published by the students of Connecticut College
"Whenever
you find a group
The Negro Playwrights Com(The Editors of the News do pot hold themevery Wednesday throughout
the college year
its season at the fighting to increase its share of the
selves responsible
for the opnuons expressed
from September to June, except during mid-years pany inaugurated
in this column. In order to insure the validity
and vacations.
Lincoln 1 heatre with "Big White national consumption in ways that
of this column as an organ for the expression
Entered as second class matter August 5, 1919, Fog," a drama by Theodore Ward. lessen the national production as a
of honest opinion, the editor must know the
at the Post Office at ew London, Connecticut,
whole, you have an example of loThe
play
deals
with
the
problems
names of contributors,)
under the act of March 3, 1879.
cal
'power
politics.'
C
nfortunarcof the black man in a white industrade-unionism,
by
trial civilization and is notable for Iy, American
1940
Member
1941
its sincerty and the forcefulness of and large, has not yet wholly
emerged
from
this fighting
for Dear Editor,
its indignation.
I=blociated Colle6iate Prell
one's rights at the expense of oth·.
It is more than a week now since we heard
• • •
"\Vorld in Flames," at the Cri- ers stage. There are, of course, Robert Mackie of the World Student Christian FedWe left the auditorium c-c that Monday
National Advertising Service, Inc.
terion, is a documentary
film that some notable exceptions in the way eration.
Col/ege PubJisb".s Re/Wesnr.t"ti".
is a "grim record of social upheav- of unions that have given effective night with hearts full of a deep sense of responsibility
420 MADiSONAVE:.
NEW YOJIIK.N. Y.
al, aggression and misery." It is the co-operation in increasing the pro- for the sufferings of fellow students all across the
CIII<:UIO • BonOIl • Lo • .A.cn ...
S.... ' ..... <:IIK.
We then returned to our dorms and made
summation of the newspaper head- ductivity of their numbers and the world.
total production of their industries.
our contributions
to the Community
Chest Fund.
lines
of
a
dozen
years,
and
is
a
EDITORIAL STAFF
But all toO many, not only of the But do these contributions
adequately
express our
challenging
film making a stirring
Editor·to.chle1
rank and file but of the leaders as sympathy and our belief in the power of education to
appeal
to
arms
for
the
protection
Thea Dutcher
'41
well, still believe, or profess to be- keep human spirits alive? For one of us five dollars
of our democratic liberties.
Senior Editor
lieve, that the less a man can do was an easy item out of the monthly allowance;
for
•
•
•
Lorraine
Lewis '41
today and still draw his pay, the another it was all amount squeezed out of a hardThe Nine O'clock Opera Com- more there will be left for him and earned N.Y.A. check. But neither of us has given to
News Editor
~Ianagtog Editor
Shirley Simkin '42
Patricia
King '42 pany presented "The Marriage of his fellow workmen to do tomorthe fullest of her capacity. Another element besides
Figaro" by Mozart at Town Hall. row."
Department Editors
Dr. I!arvey
N.
Douis, generosity should enter into our giving: the element
is a Julliard
en- President of Steorns l nstit ute of
Feature
Editor ....._...
Dorothy
Reed '41 This presentation
of sacrifice. The value of any gift is not its quantity
Exchange
Editor
Muriel Prince '42 terprise and the singers are a group 'Technology,
declares that power -said
Jesus concerning the widow's mite-is
not its
Literary
Editors
_...
. Lee Eitingon
'42 of superbly trained young people.
politics represents a reversion to the monetary worth, but the sacrifice therein representMarjorie
Toy '41
Art Editor
~... .
_ Eleanor King '42 The acting and singing is excellent, philosoph), of highw(ly robbery.
ed.
and the performance
is characterPresident's Reporter
Robert Mackie said that Chinese students
go
•
•
•
ized
by
gusto,
freshness,
and
Nancy Wolfe '42
on near-starvation
rations rather than give lip study"The
spirit
of
America
IS
so
recharm.
Reporters
mg. Yet despite their cut rations and scanty cloth• • •
mote from the spirit of Europe that
Ann Peabody '41, Jean Morse '42, Mary Walsh '41,
ing, these same students raised money for fellow stuwe
arc
barely
awake
to
some
of
the
Brooklyn
Museum
is
having
a
Sally Kelly '43, Edna Fuchs '42, Betty Shank '43,
dents in England.
Fortunately
for us, we are not on
Most of
Mathilde Kayser
'42, Alma Jones '43, Ruby Zag- display of rare glass under the title menace which threatens.
the border-line where sacrifice would mean giving
oren '43, Barbara
Berman '41.
that menace bids fair to drop to
of "History
H1
Pressed
Glass."
up nutritional
essentials.
We still have movies,
pieces in time from lack of balance
Persons and events III American
BUSINESS STAFF
and overweight."
Dr. Herbert 1. cokes, cigarettes, chocolate bars} or even a new sweatlife
from
J 820 to ] 940 are portrayBusiness
Manager
er which might be given up in the spirit of generosof Mexican
ed in the display in twenty-five dif- Priestly> Professor
Guldane Keshian '41
ity and sacrifice.
It is just because we are so far
ferent forms of glass from plates History at the U lIiversity of Califrom that borderline where sacrifice actually
takes
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager
feels
that
totalitarian
and platters to mugs and goblets. fornia,
Margaret
Stoecker '41
Dorothy Gardner '41
from our physiological bodily needs that our respondreams (Ire doomed.
The exhibition
will be continued
sibility is so great.
Assistant
Business Managers
through December r.
• • •
How is our responsibility
going to take form?
Margaret
Ford '41
Louise Trimble '42
• • •
HAt college, if you have lived We may write out another check, continuing at the
Marilyn Sworzyn
'43
Janet Weiland
'43
"Home
Town"
IS a book by right,
you have found
enough same time to spend little amounts each day on nonAssistant
Advertising
Managers
Sherwood Anderson about Ameri- learning
essential luxuries. Wouldn't
giving up a few of these
to
make
you
humble,
Evelyn Saloman
'41
Frances
Cornell '42 can towns and towns-folk.
He has enough
luxuries
be
a
less
mechanical
and more meaningful
friendship
to
make
your
Frances Hutchison
'42
Louise Ressler '42
written essays to accompany a se- hearts
To raise money for
large and warm, enough way to express our sympathy?
Assistant Circulation Managers
nes of photographs
that
depict culture to teach you the refinement
the Far Eastern Student service fund on the Smith
Elizabeth Butler '41
Mary Hoffman '41 small towns from Texas
to Ver- of simplicity,
enough wisdom to Campus last year, each girl who felt so inclined kept
mont.
The pictures are honestly keep you sweet in poverty and tem- a milk bottle on her bureau into which she dropped
Circulation
Staff
Nancy Marvin '41, Barbara Newell '42, Verna Pitts chosen and realistic, and the essays perate III wealth.
Here you have money almost every day: seventeen cents each time
'42, Sally Hart '42, Helen Lederer '42, Audrey Nord- show that 1\11r. Anderson knows his learned to sec great and small III she bought a package of cigarettes, all her pennies,
quist '42, Lucy Roura '43, Christie Hill '43, Eliza- small
towns,
loves
them
and their true relation, to look at both
(Continued to Page grx i
beth Kirkpatrick
'41, Alice Brewer '43, Katharine
sides of a question, to respect the
Reeves '43, Selma Hart '42, Evelyn De Puy '42, chuckles at them.
•
Eloise Stumm '42, Doris Rosen '44, Phyllis Schiff
point of view of every honest man
Charlie Chaplin's
long awaited
'43, Isabel Vaughn '43.
or woman, and to recognize
the
film, "The Great
Dictator,"
had
• •
point of view that differs most
its premiere in New York recentwidely from your own. Here you
Wednesday, October 30
ly. The movie IS an attempt
to
have found the democracy that exUse Your Common Sense
ridicule the dictators of present day
Wig and Candle Rehearsal
....
cludes neither rich nor poor, and
Because the picture sucHonor Court has become aware of the fact that Europe.
·. . . . . . .
Auditorium
3 :00-.1 :00, 7 :30
the quick sympathy that listens to
many of the cases which have come before it this year ceeds in presenting a tragic situa- all, and helps by the very listening.
Commuters'
Party
show a decided lack of judgment on the part of stu- tion by means of comedy, because
Commuters'
Room 4 :00-6:00
Here too, it may be at the end of a
Chaplin, one of the world's
best
dents, both in interpreting
rules, and III allowing
Organ Recital
Harkness Chapel 5 :00-5 :20
long struggle you have seen if only
enough time to return
to College from various comedians, plays the part of the
Coffee for Transfer
Students
.
111 transient
glimpses-that
after
places. In many of the cases, it is evident that a rule dictator who takes himself
so se·.
President Blunt's House 7:00
doubt comes reverence, after anxivould not have been violated
had the student
riously
with
great
skill, "The
Hallowe'en
Party ..
. ... Gym 8 :00-9 :30
ety peace, after faintness
courage,
Great
Dictator"
has been called
hought a moment before acting.
and that out of weakness we are Thursday, Octoher 31
film
All of the Student Government
rules at Con- "perhaps the most significant
made strong. Suffer these glimpses
',Vig and Candle Rehearsal
.
necticut College are student-made,
and are drawn
ever produced."
to become an abiding
VISIon, and
......
Auditorium
4 :00-6 :00,8:00
tp, not to restrict the students, but to protect them.
•
•
you have the supreme joy of life."
Religious Cabinet l\Ileeting
.
Each rule or standard
has a specific purpose, being
The Ballet
Russe opened
its LeBaron
Russel Briggs, long-time
·.. .. . . .. ..
Harknes
Chapel 7 :30
made either for the safety of the students, for main- third season ill New York, and will
Professor at Harvard,
summarizes
taining appearances
and a high level of decorum, or continue there for some time. Two
from his varied experiences
what Friday, November I
for encouraging
a student to do her academic best. ballet premieres are being presentPhi Beta Kappa Initiation
college can offer.
Our rules are much more liberal than those of most ed, "Serenade"
and "The
N ut·.. .. .. .. . .•. .
Faculty Room 4 :30
women's colleges, and, therefore, it is more than ever cracker."
Organ Recital ... Harkness Chapel 5 :00-5 :20
our responsibility to uphold them. None of them are
•
"Only free men call carry on a
"Town
Hall" sponsored by WiIlkie and
hard to understand,
and certainly, they are not too
Two
productions
opened
on democracy, and men who do not
Roosevelt Clubs
Auditorium
7 :30
tumerous for us to remember.
Every student
has Broadway last week. One is are- have economic security and power
the responsibility
of knowing the rules, and of gov- vue " 'Tis Of Thee" and the oth- are not free.
Neither
are those Sunday, November 3
erning her actions, while .in College, by them. Ig- er is "Cabin in the Sky," a negro free who are not educated
to the
Wig and Candle Rehearsal . . . . . . . . . .. . ...
norance of a rule is no excuse for a violation, but a fantasy with a cast which includes limit of their abilities.
or whose
·
Auditorium
3 :00, 8:00
student who knows a rule, but violates
it, even Ethel \Vaters, Todd Duncan. and education has been purposely made
Vespers-c-Phiilips Endicott Osgood
.
though unintentionally,
by acting upon poor judg- Rex Ingram.
narrow or one-sided, or, worst of
·. . . . .. . . .. .
Harkness Chapel 7:00
ment, is equally careless of her responsibility.
Cerall, who have been deliberately
Monday, Novemher 4
tainly, everyone
of us is proud of Connecticut
~ltaught that which
IS
not true.
Ernest Hemingway
has written
Straw Ballots
Faculty Lounge all day
lege, and of our fine Student Government,
of wh!ch a new novel, "For Whom the Bell That sort of thing is conditioning,
Modern Dance Group .. Knowlton 7 :00-8 :30
each of us is equally a part. We can show our pride Tolls," a story of the Spanish war. which is only a part of the process
n all that we stand for by stopping to think a mo- The novel is said to be the finest of education, and it may serve well Tuesday, November 5
ment before we act.
state govHemingway
has written and may enough for a totalitarian
Dr. Colston E. Warne. Assistant Professor in
for his own
become one of the major novels of erned by a 'leader'
Economics, Amherst,
"Consumers'
Probmegalomaniac
ends. A democracy
American literature.
lems"
206 Fanning
4:00
The Farther View
must forever guard against letting
•
•
•
Wednesday, Novemher 6
itself be strangled
by leaders with
Yesterday the numbers were drawn for the first
John Ford's film version of Eu- few or limited ideals." Dr. Louis
Organ Recital ... Harkness Chapel 5 :OO-j :20
conscription of the youth of our nation. Perhaps you
"The Long Voyage
Psychology Majo,,' Coffee ... Windham 6 :45
(Continued
to Page Fh'e)
heard the broadcast of the first drawing-many
lis- gene O'Neil's
man's
eternal
Psychology Club Speake",
D,. William A.
tened with mixed ernotion--suspense,
even a kind of H orne," depicting
Bryan and Dr. Florien Heiser (Norwich
terror.
For those numbers may affect many of the quest for peace in his soul, has re
of
Dartmouth
College
State Hospital),
HSociety's Problem
of
young men we know. Yet here on campus there are cently opened in :\few York. This rector
Mental Illness"
Windham 7 :30
many who have been able to see beyond the tempor- profound epic, symbolic of the per- Films, who appeal to the nation's
to support this film so
Math Club Coffee .. Commuters' Room 6 :45
ary separation which the draft may bring.
Many petual search of all men, has gain- intellectuals
York "utterly free of all emotional ShClIl1
Lect\lre, Professor Saunders MacLane,
HWhat
Connecticut
College snldents have expressed them- ed the praise of the New
Times and Haven Falconer,
Di· and mock heroics."
(Continued
to Page Elz-ht)
is Topology?"
106 Bill 7:15

• •

Calendar.

•

• •

• • •

• • •

(
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Wednesday, October' 30, 1940

Have You Seen
Our College
P
PI?
ower
ant.

Freshmen Present
Musical Program
Tuesday Evening
The

traditional

Freshman

music

By Sally Kelly '43 concert was held T uesday evening
Do you know that we generate
our OWI1 heat and electricity? That
while we are running
around
all
campus there are hundreds of feet
of pipe running
under campus?
That all the college clocks (includ-

at 7:30 P.~I.

111

Holmes

Hall.

This affair was the initial performance to be given in the new music
room, and marked the true open-

ing of Holmes as the College ~1usic Hall.

ing the Chapel clock) are set and
:\Iarian
Reich, president of the
regulated by one master clock?
:\lusic
Club,
introduced
the per.l t's all very true, for we have a
power plant that is responsible for formers. The freshmen participat-

COLLEGE

Straw Ballot
The political clubs on campus are holding a straw ballot
on November
+. F acul ty and
students are urged to cooperate
in achieving a one hundred per
cent vote. Be sure to go to the
men's lounge in first floor of
Fanning
and cast your vote.
The Polls are open from nine to

five P,\I.

.....
---------------11
"What Is Topology"
To Be Discussed By
Dr. MacLane Nov. 6

the heat and electricity used in college. Hidden
inconspicuously
behind the Gym IS this important
building whose disringuishingcharacteristic is its smoke stack rising
125 feet above ground.
Go inside
lOW to see just where all our power originates.
Here's a peek at the boiler room;
bree 258 hp. water-tube
boilers,
creating steam with a pressure of
185 pounds.
These boilers, autonatically stoked and automatically
-egulated, send out every hour nine
pounds of steam for every pound of
coal used.
In winter days, eight
tons of water are used every hour
to feed the boilers. Don't forget to
look at the huge coal storage-it
holds J75 tons.
In the generator
room are two
.ream-d riven turbines,
one of 350
rp., the other) 75 hp. In them the
steam from the boilers is reduced
to 301 pounds pressure, and is sent
on its way through mains to heat,
all our buildings.
What do these
turbines do with the other
155
pounds of steam pressure? They're
-un by the steam, which they convert into electrical energy. Nearby
two 225 hp. Diesel engines,
ISO
kw. 416012400 volt stand ready to
generate electricity, also. These are
used when the demand for heat is
less than the demand for electricity, as is the situation in the warmer mouths.
Did you know that you can telow the steam pipes part of their
vay around campus? Adventurous
:>hysics students are given a chance
annually
to make
a pilgrimage
hrough the tunnel which carries
'
d I' ,
llg 1 tensIOn Wires
h e pipes an
rom the power plant to the Quad
and to New London
Hall.
The
.

ors who either played or sang at
Dr. Saunders Mac l.anc of Harthe concert were as follows: Libby vard University
will address
the
'Travis, Libby Wilson,
Elizabeth
~Iath Club on Wednesday, NoDcMerrit,
Mildred Gremley, Bar- vember 6, at 7 :15 P.1\1., III Bill
106. Choosing for his subject one
bara Brackett, and Grace Bowne.
of the newest and most interesting
Marian Reich stated
that the fields in mathematics,
Dr. Macperformers
were "the cross section Lane will discuss "What is Topology?"
of musical ability of the freshman
Dr. Mar-Lane, who is one of the
class." For the fine talent and paryounger
mathematicians
ticipation shown, the first concert brilliant
of our day, graduated
from Yale,
of the Music Club was judged a
and then took his doctor's degree at
great success.
the University of Chicago.
He has
also studied
III Germany
at the
Program
University of Gottingen.
At the
Lind-Skabo
. . . ..... . . . .. Prelude Christmas
meeting of the MathElizabeth De Merritt
ematics Society to be held at Louisiana State University, he will preChopin-Lisz t
.
sent a series of lectures.
His latest
. ". . . . .
Th/' 111 alden' s Wish
achievement
has been the publicaMildred
Grcmley
tion of a book with Garrett Birkhoff, another member of the HarRavel
S07lata; Two lIioments
vard faculty.
Elizabeth Travis
This Math Club program
will
N octur ne, F-sharp be an open meeting to which mathChopin
Grace Brown
ematicians
in the vicinity a~ w:lI
"Grainger .. "
COllntry Cnrdrns as the college students are being Invited. Coffee will be served at 6 :45
Elizabeth
Wilson
in the Commuters'
Room for all
Remarks
those interested
in meeting
the
speaker before going to the lecture.
Reich, President
Marian

tllllnel I'S"', a sec,·ct jJassageway,'
it's J'ust a convenient way of avoidIIlg the road. There it stOjJS, but
regular underground
mains carry it
the rest of the way. When you've

TI lurs d ay mornlllg, 0 cto b er 24, to When you arc riding on an omniT he bus, and see any of those
present their Proclamation.
thricePresident
of the class, Virginia
blessed, goddess-like Scniors fum bl b
Chope,
delivered
the following
ing for a coin to deposit in thc ox,
text:
!reed that they be oppressed
by
d'
Because senior year is so full of matters
of greater
impo~t.
an
responsibilities, and because Seniors make haste to r~l~ledy tillS petty
are faced with thoughts of being matter by deposltlng a farc from
precipitated
shortly into the "cold, your own pocket. If there be more
cruel world," it is thought a fitting t~an aile of YO~I,do not under any
gesture here to proclaim
certain IClr.cumstallce~ jar. ~he goddess by
acts of courtesy to be performed by VYlllg for thiS pnvdege.
Th
'd
R I
t "I
t to 1'"gl·atl·
un erc assmen.
esc conSI erae evant a
wan
' "II
dd
'
h
If
. h h S . ." are
tlons WI a
pragmatic zest to t e ate myse
Wit
t e
enlOrs
If
f
dld'Il
I
S'
f
s of
leo
un erc assmen
an
WI
vows 3 all( +. mce our year
brighten their horizon by lending study have dimmed the lustre of
to these upoor misguided pinheads"
that orb of light, the eye, the coma design for living!
mittee all arrifics has deemed it im-,
Now that you understand
your perative to insist that the IIchosen
unique function on this campus we class" has the exclusive privilege of
are sure that you will wholeheart\,"earing both mascara and false
edly comply with our whims entitl- eyelashes when receiving male visited "20 ways to ingratiate ourselves o"rs in the infirmary.
with the Seniors."
Since
you
under-privileged
First and foremost to be taken classes are well aware of the aura
into consideration
is the condition
of divinity about the person of a
of the glamorous
Senior coiffure. Senior
the fifth
thought
might
As we are of a scientific age, we seem
triAe redundant.
But then
are a\Va~e of t.he fact that ~\"orry you all .revel in hearing
anythi~g
commullIcates Itself to the hair fol- about the Seniors so we have decldlicles, which in turn communicate
ed to capitulate
to you and mentwit.h t~e wave lengths
of lig~t, tion what is most obvious. No one
~vhlch ill turn produce th.e surpnsis to assay to rival Senior perfumed
mg result of d~lI gray halr--:-unless
fragrance by emblazoning
herself
prop:r preca.utlol~s,be exerCised. !,o with a corsage at a college promenalleViate thiS dtfficulty
on ram}' ade.
d~ys underclassmen
shall be perGolden rule six pertains to the
mltted to hold vessels underneath
minute quantity of food partaken
th~ dormitory
dr~ins until filled; at meals by your overly fatigued
bnng these can tamers to tbe sen- superiors.
This tends to produce a

Ii nished using the

steam 111 your
room, it is condensed to water at
about 120-160 degrees, flows back
III that
state to the pump room in
the power house, where, in the process of deareation
(purification),
it
IS heated to 2f2 degrees and later
III a closed
feed water
heater
to
'd'
5
degrees.
wo
automatic
T
26
pumps feed it to the boi Ier, and it
starts the journey over.
So much for heat. ·Now for electricitv.
Generated
by the turbines
or Diesels
or both, it travels
through
four
generator
switchboards and a main bus, where all
the electric currents
J.re brought
together and arc prepared for the
two distributor
panels of four circuits. From the first circuit it goes
out at .p6012-t-oo volts to the Auditorium transformer
vault where it
IS cut down to 2181120 volts. Bill
H all's
supply
IS
distributed
through this circuit also. The secand circuit directs
it to all the
buildings on the west side of campus, '37 House,
Jane
Addams,
Mary Harkness, Knowlton, Windham, and the Chapel.
All the
buildings on the east side of campus, including the power house, obtarn their supply from the third.
The last one distributes it to Grace
Smith and the buildings along Mo\Continued to rage
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OfJPiano Playing
Dillon Of Church Just A Hobby,
And Democracy
S
Iturbi
Kruse,
ays tur l
Kr~se In Favor

Dr, Cornelius
head of the
philosophy department
at Wesleyan U niversity, spoke on "Democracy and Religion"
at Vespers in
Harkness Chapel Sunday evening,
October 27.
Dr. Kruse began _by speaking of
the Conference
of Science, Philosophy, and Religion,
which he attended recently. This group reached the conclusion that modern civilization can be preserved only by
recognition of the superior
worth
and the moral responsibility
of the
individual human person.
"What
contribution
do these
three human enterprises
bring to
democracy?"
Dr. Kruse queried.
"Science can take us away from
biological
prejudices,
teach
us
opeu-mindedness,
teach democracy
what must be done to win co-operative success."
"Philosoph"
can help the meaning of democracy:
show that the
spirit of democracy should prevail
in :111 phases of activity-the
home,
church, industry, and state."
Rut what do religion and democracy have in common,
he continued.
Much confusion IS overcome if we reduce democracy and
religion not to facts, but to ideals.
In a profound sense ideals are real
even though they may not be realized. All the higher ends of human
endeavor, such as religion and art,
could not be pursued
without
all
ideal.
This ideal that the church
and democracy
pursue IS unity,
\combined with the superior worth
of the individual.
Finallv hoth church" and democracy are' against exploitation,
because it does not recognize the in-

By Patricia

King '42

\Ir. Jose Iturbi is a jolly little
man with a quiet sense of humor,
a ready smile, and a gracious and
friendly manner.
When I stepped
into the Green Room after his performance on Wednesday
evening,
it was with some trepidation that I
greeted the artist.
But my fears
were immediately set at rest when
Mr. lturbi smiled and held out his
hand. When I explained Ill}' mission, he led the way to the cushioned bench in the corner, lighted my
cigarette, and settled down to an
informal chat.
I asked him if he often played
for college audiences, if he enjoyed
doing so, and, in particular,
what
he thought of tonight's audience.
"Yes, often,"
he said III liis
quaint
Spanish accent.
"And
I
adore them! They're so responsive
and always sincere."
Mr. Iturbi is so matter-of-fact,
so modest about his genius.
He
isn't at all like the typical temperamental musician that one thinks
of. No forelock droops down over
his brow, tossing wildly
<IS
he
plays.
I mentioned
this to him
and he smiled.
"Well, as you can see, 1 have no
forelock."
In the course of our conversation, I learned
that Mr. Iturbi
owns 27 pianos. The Baldwin Piano Company in all pa rts of the
country takes charge of shipping
the pianos to the various concert
halls.
Also among Mr. Lturbi's
possessions is an airplane.
"You mean you pilot you r own
I asked, a little incredu
(Continued
to ra~e
8"1:) plane?"
lously.
"Oh, yes," he hastened to assure
me, "and I have my own license.
Playing the piano is just a hobby
with me."
Then he told mc about his work
on the radio with Bing Crosby and
'scarcity of Aesh which must be COI1- Edgar Bergen.
It's a good thing, a great thing
cealed at all costs from the eyes of
that Bing's doing," he said. "BeI
1-'
·tt
zea ous parents.
le comml ee on
anatomy has seen fit to insist that cause the many people who nevel'
who have neither
vou who
receive dainties
from go to concerts,
nor care to listen
home arc to immediately
convey the opportunity
to dassical music, tune ill 011 Bing's
"
,
'
them to t h e sanctl 'Iie d (Or1111tones
program and then, somehow,
they
Ad (ams
I
a f W' lll( lh am an d .j anc .'"1.
don't object to listening
to good
h
'II
d't·b
t
the",
were
you WI
IS n u e
a",ol'g music."
WI·th h um bl e cou"te"a"ce
'<
Mr. Iturbi
has been hopping
the skin and bones who there reabout this country, abroad, and to
side.
Mexico
and South America
for
years.
And evidently
he
The point to be stressed next IS twenty
of such importance that \\"e would never tires of this roving life. In
like the underclassmen
to join in fact, he says, there's nothing better.
He has never seen Conncticut
Colhilarious applause at the conclusion
by a
of this reading. '¥e confide to you lege before and, surrounded
that because we ha\-e pawned our bevy of young ladies, he seemed to
fraternity pins to pay for our Sen- be enjoying his first visit.
ior j)ictures ,,'e think it onl)' becomHe spoke about his program.
ing that the classes of '+2, '+3, and Gershwin
is evidently one of his
'++ refrain from exhibiting
theirs favorites,
for he spoke at some
)
length about this composer.
in public.
(applause
HJazz, some people call it," he
Our
eighth
stipulation,
one
which has been subjected
to vast said. flBut ~lr. Gershwin succeedin preservlllg
the
meditation,
must be received as a ed admirably
and rhythmic
qualipenetrating
observation:
the Sen- characteristic
iors' hands are very apt to show ties of jazz, and at the same time
pitiful signs of wear and tear due elevated his musIC to something
higher.
Remember.
when
to extensive research in the library. much
first waltzes
appeared,
Therefore,
it is most proper that Chopin's
they alone shall have the third the waltz was considered only apToday the
finger on the left hand enhanced by propriate for dancing.
a little token signifying a not too Chopin "'altzes are classical masdistaDt union.
If a like object be terpieces. "
lVIr. Iturbi plans to go next to
proffered to any j~lI1ior, s.oph.omore
and then
to Rochester,
or freshman, she 1S to offer It to a Detroit
«grand old Senior" together with a where he conducts his own philharHe spoke of his
photograph
of the charitable
don- monic orchestra.
"\Ve ha\-e lots of youn!!;
ator.GIOf thse,se items sh,allhllleet with orchestra.
the
....
s apprO\'a t ey are to people'" he said. "And that's good.
They give the music pcp and fire."
be conSidered as her own.
We must envy this man.
For
Next, we wish to take up the
fact that a student bearing a great Fortune smiles on so few among
burden is apt to develop rickets, us, giving them a gift of self-exbowed legs, knock-knees
and pig- pression that the rest of us Can only

Poor Misguided Underclassmen Instructed
By Twenty Rules Of Senior Proclamation
By Lorraine
Lewis '41liors and repeat this process until
Barbara Berman '41 the rain ceases.
'To the strains
of a stirring
Your second strategy of I w·ish
diS'
I b
'
I
march
while the underclassmen
to a as t le ("nlors (0, ut SHlce
'
I
. I
I
h
. h"
rose in awc, thc impr<>ssive Senior ~annot
~VIS 1 to (0 as t ~y WIS
CI ass cnterec I t,e
hAd' U ltortUm
.
Iast have
IS one not
whICh
we are ofsurpnsed
you
thought
yourselves.
If

d

'Continued to J):l~e Five)
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First Meeting
Of Forum Held
On October 24
The new addition to the library)
and the furthering
of religious interests here on campus were the
two topics under discussion at the
Student-Faculty
Forum, Thursday
night in 1937 Dormitory.
Student
representatives
were
asked what the campus opinion is
on the idea of a smoking room in
the library.
The ideal situation,
it was said) would be to have a
lounging
room with comfortable
chairs where students could smoke
and read at the same time. However, that solution to the smoking
problem was thought
impractical
because books could not be put in
the room, thus entailing the added
expense of an extra lounging room
for smoking.
Students and faculty
alike thought a small room adjoining the ladies'
room where one
could smoke would serve the purpose as well.
President Blunt assured the Forum that there would be a lounging
room with comfortable
chairs for
the students.
Also) to facilitate
studying in the library there will
be almost a hundred cubicles with
separate desks where one can sign
up for cubicles in advance,
within
reason.
Other
suggestions
by students
and faculty for the new addition
were a ventilating
system, a brighter color scheme) a more open reserve system, some means of returning books when the library is
not open, and a sound-deadening
substance for the floor.
An aircirculating
system would prevent
the library
from
becoming
too
warm as it frequently
does now.
President Blunt pointed
out that
since color is becoming increasingly popular
in interior
decoration
the library
will be furnished
in
brighter,
more attractive
colors.
The president
also expressed
the
wish for a more open reserve system similar to the one at Vassar,
where shelves of books on one subject are situated adjacent to tables
where
people sit reading
these
books
alone.
Prof.
Lawrence
thought
that there was a great
need for a box outside the library
where people could deposit books
when
the library
was
closed.
Noises made by walking across the
floor in the library will be eliminated by a sound-deadening
substance similar to that used on the
Aoors in the dining rooms of the
newer dormitories.
The Forum all agreed that there
was need of an organized religion
on campus. It was suggested that
a graduate) who would "bull-session" around campus to stir up
more religious feeling) should be

added

10

the faculty.

This person

Dance Group Plans
Coming Activities.
And Recital Theme
"The modern dance group has

man)' plans for this year," says Lit
\ Veseloh, the newly elected chair-

man.

I, was decided

at

the first

meeting at ::\liss Hartshorn's
home
that the dance group would meet
ever-y :\Ionday evening in Knowlton from 7:00 until 8 :30. The
girls also decided that it would be
desirable to have the more experienced in an advanced group. Doris
Boies, Betty Brick, Katherine Holohan, Betty l\lcCallip,
Mary Lou
Shoemaker,
Elizabeth
B. Smith,
Marcin
Wiley,
Mary
Gibbons,
Virginia Stone, Virginia
Cramer,
and Lil Weseloh
make up this
group.
This fall emphasis will be on
choreography
and on the study of
percussion and composition.
Work
for the winter
will be organized
during this time too. During the
winter there will be three meetings
a week. Instead of everyone working together two groups will meet
separately.
Later these groups will
get together to compare what they
have been doing. A great deal of
time will be spent on preparing for
a recital which will be given later
during the year. The theme of the
dance for the recital may be a New
England sketch. Take-offs on sidelights of New England
life will
make up the dance if this theme is
carried out.
Members of the dance group are
looking forward
to going to 1\1t.
Holyoke on November
J2
to see
Charles
Weidman
and
Doris
Humphrey.
Another
important
date is January
'4. At that time
George Beiswanger
will speak at
Convocation
on "From Drama To
Theatre."
This will be of special
interest to members of the modern
dance group.
Just as any other club or organization here on campus has a definite function
so does the modern
dance group. The growing enthusiasm of the college for dance is
not limited to the dance group.
The interest has reached vast numbers of the student
body because
dance with its expressive
power
and its adaptability
is a truly living
art.

Barbara Beach Speaks
At Connecticut Univ,
Barbara Reach '.p was one of
three people to speak at the Intercollegiate Philosophy Group which
met at Connecticut
University
to
discuss Democracy)
on Thursday
night, October 2+" The other two
speakers were
from
Connecticut
and Wesleyan
universities.
Barbara stated that "true dernocracy is still largely an unrealized
dream, especially on the practical
side of political, social. and economic expression."
She also explained how the "present crisis in the
world events has done a great deal
toward fortifying
our loose-termed
belief in democracy."
"Fear can be
disastrous to democracy,"
continued Barbara, "for it is an attack at
the very foundation
upon which
democracy stands."
She concluded
by stating that "because
military
defense is the product of our fear)
we think it is the answer to our
fear."
All the representatives
of the
three colleges joined in the discussion following the talks; after the
discussion, refreshments
were served and the group disbanded.
Dr. Morris
and about fifteen
students from Connecticut
College
.:tttended the meeting.

would help sustain student enthusiasm where Vespers, Convocation,
and Chapel speakers-whose
talks
only form the incentive-leave
off.
This person would
also show in
what specific ways that which the
speaker has said may be applied.
However,
it was pointed
out
that with such a person responsibility might be lifted from the student, who would maintain only a
passive interest.
The
fault
lies
mainly with the student)
someone
added, who must be shown that religion isn't merely a f'Sunday-dress~
up-affair"
but
one
that
lasts
through
the week.
A suggestion
was made that students might clarA wind tunnel with air speeds
ify religious viewpoints by review- up to TOO miles an hour is being
ing with a Vesper speaker
points built at the University
of Santa
Clara.
brought up in bull sessions.
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Van Epps Burdick Beautifies
Dorms WIth Flower Bouquets
Housefellow Gathers and
Arranges Color Schemes
To Match Dorm Settings
By Lorraine
How

often

the

Lewis'41

exclamation

is

heard, "But look at those beautiful
flowers! I wonder who arranged
them, and where do they come
from?"
Almost anyone
of our
house fellows might have been responsible,
for both they and the
waitresses do arrange bouquets for
the dormitories.
But, since this is
an interview, we shall be more specific. Miss Van Epps Burdick concerred this particular bouquet. Like
a Cezanne srill-Iife, a great orange
vase splashed vivid gladiolas
and
dusky delphinium
against the neutrality of the wall in Windham.
The arrangement
looked as though
it had just grOWll, there were no
traces of struggle with an unwieldy
blossom. But behind this one vase
of Rowers stretches a long story.
Before Miss Burdick
could arrange them) she had to go out and
pick them. Behind Winthrop
is an
enormous picking garden
full of
luscious flowers.
This is a recent
addition to the campus and one in
which Miss Harris, director of residence, was instrumental.
As the
stimulating
influence she managed
to precipitate
a lovely gardenwith the aid of the gardeners,
of
course.
From this garden most of
the Rowers on campus are obtained.
When the Rowers were gathered, ?vIiss Burdick
brought. them
back) selected a vase, and "painted
a picture with Rowers," as she said.
She also admitted that she becomes
intoxicated with colors, giving her
imagination free reign. "If it were
not for the influence of Van Gogh
and Cezanne
and the Modern
school of painting in general, with
their disregard for the conventionat in respect
to color combinations," Miss Burdick confided, III
would never dare to use such unusual color schemes."
Most of lVliss Burdick's
arrangements are a matter of feeling,
not rules. The space in which the
flowers are to go, the number
of
Rowers, and the container are more
influential in determining
her arrangements
than are the few ideas
of proportion
and balance which
Miss Burdick has assimilated from
lectures and articles on flower arranging.
In the garden now are zinniasbig and little-gladiolas,
delphinium, pom-poms,
double and single
petunias,
roses, larkspur,
cosmos,
stock, and crysanthemums.
During
the winter Miss Burdick uses dried
hydrangeas
for her bouquets. And
autumn leaves frequently find their
way into the living rooms of the
various dorms.
Not only does Miss Burdick arrange flowers for the houses) but
she is also in charge of the Chapel
Rowers. In the days when the Gym
was used as a Chapel,
Miss Burdick and the Religious Committee
put flowers there for Vesper and
Chapel services. When our Chapel
was ready to be occupied, she was
asked to take charge of the Rower
arranging
there.
Alumnae
luncheons and special festivities are also
dependent
upon Miss Burdick for
much of their festive air.
Professing to be an amateur
at
flower arranging,
Miss Burdick
will probably be surprised to learn
how frequently the college students
pause to admire her arrangements,
and also those of the other house
fellows here at Connecticut.
For
the gay bouquets in our dormitories
we have Miss Harris, our house
fellows, the gardeners,
and i\1iss
Burdick to thank.

Revolutionary Act
App I'0Ved By A•• A
At Recent Meeting
Tradition
was shattered
at the
meeting of the Athletic Association
October 15, when the point system
which has been in effect since the
inauguration
of this body was renovated and the awards for various achievements modernized.
By unanimous approval, the motion for a lower point system was
carried.
Previously
150 points
were required to merit the gold pin
with wings that signified athletic
proficiency.
Hereafter,
135 markers are the limit. "The point system has been lowered so that more
students
will win awards
and
hence there will be more enthusiasm and participation
in sports,"
said Dorothy Cushing, president of

the A.A.,
Auy person appointed to a second, first, honorable
mention,
or
varsity team will be entitled
to
wear the new flannel sport jacket
which is appropriately
blue.
For
the accumulation
of 20 points, the
class numerals
are awarded,
and
are to be worn on one pocket of the
blazer. For the other pocket a seal
may be worn after winning
50
points.
Ninety points will be rewarded by an engraved charm for
a necklace.
The top award, 135
points earned within three years, is
a white sport jacket decorated with
a IIC" styled after the old English
pattern.
.
The cups and HC" charms, the
highest achievement
will remain
the same. These trophies are presented to seniors who have contributed the most to the A.A. during
their four years at college. The arrow pin conferred upon the outgoing president has been retained.
The dates for interclass competition in all sports have been set
from October 3 J to November 19·

Closer Relations With
Latin Amer-ica-v-Sanchez
Dr. Sanchez, in his address to
the Spanish Club at its first meeting of the year, Monday,
October
28, stated that there should be closer relations with the Latin American countries
and suggested
that
the club learn the national anthems
of the various countries as a means
toward that end.

After his talk, the Club played
records from Panama, Mexico, and
Colombia, and sang Spanish songs.
Priscilla Redfield '42, president
of the club, then announced the results of the elections:
secretarytreasurer, Virginia Martin '42; social chairman, Sylvia Martin
'42;
and publicity
chairman,
Frances
Homer '42.

----Rep. Melvin Maas Says

Annapolis Is Inefficient
A proposal for abolition
of the
United States Naval Academy "as
now constituted
and administered"
was voiced by Representative
Mel-

vin].

Maas (R., Minn.).

vVriting
in
Look
magazine,
i\llaas said the academy represents
an "archaic
method
of supplying
officers for our national defense."
"As a service school," he said, Hit
is inefficient)
undemocratic
and
wasteful. It is unfair to young men
who win appointments,
as well as
to those who fail through lack of
political influence.
lilt should be a post graduate
school for young men who have already finished academic
training
and have some idea where they are
going.')

Rector Of Boston
Church To Speak
At Vesper Service
Rev. Phillips E. Osgood,
Noted Scholar, Writer,
To Be Here Nov. 3
An unusual
speaker,
the Rev.
Phillips
Endecott
Osgood,
will
conduct the regular Vesper service
in Harkness
Chapel on Sunday
night.
Dr. Osgood is not only
Chairman
of the commission
on
church drama
in the Protestant
Episcopal Church} but he has also
adopted the drama and painting as
his hobbies.
Rector of Emanuel
Church in Boston, a lecturer
011
homeletics in the Episcopal
Theological School, Dr. Osgood
also
finds time to figure prominently
in
the religious education work of the
diocese of Massachusetts
and in the
work of the youth department.
He
has been a delegate to the last four
general conventions of his church.
Among his literary works are, Sol-

omon's Temple) Church Year Sermons lor Children, Tire Creed and
Modern Convictions) Old Time
Church Drama A datned, Tire Sinner Beloved, and Pulpit Drama.
A native of Massachusetts
and a
descendant of the first governor of
the state, Dr. Osgood was graduated from Harvard
University
and
did his theological
work in the
Episcopal
Theological
School
at
Cambridge.
After having served
parishes in Roslindale
(Boston),
Philadelphia,
Minneapolis,
and
Manchester-by-the-Sea,
he
was
called to his present
charge
of
which he has been rector since
1

.
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Aid To Allies For
American Defense
Aim Of Committee
Clark M. Eichelberger,
director
of the Committee to Defend America by Aiding the Allies, advocated
a complete embargo on oil, scrap,
steel, and all other war supplies to
Japan, and a policy of sending all
the financial
and material
aid
America can spare "without
lessening the tempo of our aid to England," in a message to 700 local
chapters throughout
the nation, on
Wednesday,
October J6.
"The
following
policy
seems
clear," he said,
"The key to our
entire future
is the survival
of
Great Britain.
If Britain wins, the
Pacific area can be taken care of.
If Britain loses the aggressors will
be victorious all over the world.
Under no ci rcumstances, therefore,
should
the American
people
be
swerved from their purpose of giving aid to Britain as quickly as possible. The purpose of the axis
treaty was, in part, to discourage
the United States from giving further aid to Britain.
OUf answer
should be increasing aid as quickly
as possible."
Further
on, Mr. Eichelberger
said, "The question is how strong
a policy we can have in the Pacific
without being distracted
from direct assistance to Great Britain.
A
clear naval understanding
between
the two countries
(United
States
and Britain \ would enable the two
Reets to be placed in the most ad~
vantageous position to protect the
Atlantic for the democr8.cies, and
to prevent the spread of the war in
the Pacific.
Mr. Eichelberger
concluded
by
asking that members
do all they
can to assure the President of immediate support for increased
aid
to Britain, llin the face of the triple
axis threat, and for a firm stand in
the Pacific with such aid to China
and such pressure on Japan as may
be practicable
to implement
the
stand."
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Quotable Quotes
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Jordy, Professor 01 Chemistry
III Brothers
College of Liberal
Arts, Drew University, warns that

Caugh tOn

• • •

• • •

• • •

"Perhaps
there never was a day
when there was greater
need for
going to college. Life as we know
it is undergoing
more significant
changes and more rapidly than ever
in the history of modern civilization."
President
Paul Klapper of
Queens College stresses the need
for education in a changing democracy.

• • •

"Entering
college may be compared to joining a wagon train to

the Gold Rush.

The Forty-nine'

paid for his passage, as the freshman pays his tuition fees. Yet the
emigrant had to walk on his own
two feet and even put his shoulder
to a creaking
wagon-wheel
upon
occasIOn.
What he paid for was
the companionship
of his fellows on
the long trail and the guidance of
men who had traveled
that way
before."
Dr. Robert C. Whitford,
Director of Students at Long Island University,
likens new students to pioneers.

• • •
"The reason for our lawlessness
is that at present we are just changing over from authoritative
control
to internal control. The former, as
employed
by parents
of the old
days, has been released without the
establishment
of good internal control by modern
day fathers
and
mothers.
Our schools are placing
increased emphasis on character development and through the study
of music, art, literature and science
are providing
an 'education
for
leisure,' so that our future citizens
will not spend their time in un~
profitable and frivolous pursuits."
George Melcher,
72-year-old
superintendent
of Kansas City schools
and a teacher since he was 16,
makes the point that education has
not failed, declaring that increasing lawlessness is not the fault of
the education system.
Farmville,
Va., State Teachers
College has enlarged its senior dormitory at a cost of $48,000.

there was no archerv class one
Wednesday.
They had only a few
minutes of bliss, however ,for ~liss
Priest soon broke up the merrv
group with "Who put up that notice?" Another fake one. Who is
putting these up?

•

A sophomore going to an amalgamation meeting was heard to re•
•
mark: "Look at all the seniors in
Freshmen, freshmen, what next! their hats and gowns."
Said her
In Home Ec, instructions
were friend,
another soph : "Don't be
given to mash the potatoes on the silly, those aren't
hats,
they're
bread board in preference
to the Martyr boards."
enamel table top. '++ took careful
John Elion Shoe Store
• • •
notes and at the conclusion of the
jauer Kemper screamed Irantic-! _.
directions,
poured
the potatoes ally to her room mate (both '+4):
Collegiate Footwear
You Ever Seen OiU'
from the pan onto the board and "Where
are my sister and her College Power Plant?
115 STATE STREET
then proceeded
to add milk and baby?
They're galle."
Investiga-.
(Continued
from Pag-e Three)
butter with disastrous results.
non revealed that a picture of same h
A
I
H I
had disappeared from her dresser
egan
~Vel111e (own
~o
ames New London's ·Most Popular Gift Store
Agents for
'~all.
1he tota! electrical output
11, j. Toy '+1 was foiled in an putting everyone's fears at rest.
Mark Cross Gloves and Bags
e t
"ISsenior
recorded continuously
by a reWI,o ., ,110'
attempt to go to Bowdoin for the
"
x ravagan
,.
Duri
1
"
core lI1g watt meter.
unng t 1C Kaplan's Luggage Shop
football game. She started out for who signs herself out" in Fanning
Friday, and Satur- year from July I, '939 to j uue 3°,
Travel Bureau
Bowdoin on what she thought was for Thursday,
every weekend.
To 19+°, the peak demand,
r.e., the 'Tr-avel tnrorrnauon
Given Without
the Boston milk train.
As the day nights
Obligations on Your Part
kw.
morning Iwzc lifted, she realized date she has not left campus but she a~l1ount called for was
that she was nearing Vermont, not S:lys she might just as well sign 1h~ total amount used dUring that
Attention!
out while she has the nights.
penod WIIS 697,699 kw. hr.
Roston.
After this soul-shattering
How do we get our
college
The Snack Bar
blow, she returned to this our col• • •
time? There arc two clock!' ill the
lege, for there was no time left to
will
be
open until 10 p.m. Mon.
Believe it or not ~1,lry ,Farrell's power house, onc COllllcctcd to our
and Tues., Oct. 28 and 29,
go to the game.
single room in \Vindhalll, the scene generator and the other to a line
B. Altman & Co. Will Be Here
• • •
of a birthday party for B. Two- from the Connecticut
Power Com-

•

IHave
I

• • •

0

"Teach
the young people that
the time has come for them to serve
the country which they love. The
time has come when they will have
an opportunity
to give much, for in
the years that lie ahead there will
be sacrifice for all of us. Times are
not going to be easy. They're going to be hard, but they're going to
be worthwhile-much
more chalA few of the more inert C.C.lenging,
much more stimulating,
ites
were delighted
to read that
much more bracing in every way
. than these fat and easy and lazy
and soft days that lie behind us.
Underclassmen Inslructed
We can meet this challenge. JJ H.
By
Senior Proclamation
V. Kaltenborn,
radio commentator,
<Continued from PnJ:"e l'hrt'e)
calls for a toughening of American

fibre.

humor evoke actions which cannot
Harper ,\felhod Beauty hop
Room 310 Dewart Building
be comprehended
by the bourgeoise
302 Sta te Str~t
mind. Therefore
the behavior of a
Speelaltzing in
Senior is never to be questioned.
Ftngerwaving
and Permanents
Finally, underclassmen,
do not
Scalp Treatments
Paelullt
be overawed by Senior superiority.
l\lanieurlnr:
We admit that our status is enviable, that we are sapphire
among
FLOWERS
jade, that our incandescent
erudiBOUQUETS A,......D CORSAGES
tion is our inalienable heritage j but
tor the most discriminating
we are not so far removed
from
Fellmau
& Clark, Florists
your plebian state that we cannot
CROCKER HOUSE BLOCK
appreciate
your humble attentions
186 State Street, Ne.w Landun,
Conn.
Plower-Phones 5588 and 7069
and efforts,
Consequently,
we
readily agree to the arrangement
of
deference
previously
euuruernted
Janet Morse Gift Shop
for your benefit.
::\Iay your com- Announces the
Norwleh
openingInn
of a connecubined efforts assuage the hardships
cut College shop featuring hand made
and hand finished sweaters. skirts.
In sport wear, accessories and wearables
o f our 1ourt h an d fi1I1aI year.
this new spirit of cooperation , then 'lege.
made Prices
exclusively
for Connecticut
exceedingly
attractive Coland
underclassmen
rnav now have the below featured sales prices at the
.
'1
1
d'·
I
.,
hi
.a;c,.::g:.:e;c'
_
N;c'
.
:e.:w---,Y.:o::'
:
:k--=d.:eP:.a::r.:,::m::e::n::'
=.st::o::r.:es::
prrvr ege a
stan mg w 11 C' r e 1_
Seniors march out.

Campus

• •
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;.\lr. Cochran tells a very good
each generation
must not fail to
pass on to the succeeding genera- story on himself. He was lecturing
college
tion the hard-won fruits of its ex- in a western agricultural
when one da \' he came across someper-renee.
thing about an ewe. Evidently, the
word "lamb" was the cnlv word
"All
this
super-organization
which has developed in the past which ~Ir. C. had heard pertaining
few years is hound to collapse soon to sheep, because after a slight deboomed
or later under its own weight.
1 liberation, he triumphantly
can't see any advantage in having out ee-wee.
.all these leagues, one for every
sport. What it amounts to is that
instead of our arranging our own
schedule as we see fit we are told
by the central office in New York
whom we will play and when. It
takes the thing out of OUf hands
and about all that we get out of it
is some unnecessary,
and usually
undesirable,
publicity."
Dr. Clarence W. Mendell, Yale's new athletic boss, takes a powerful poke at
the "league instinct" in college athletics.
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mey, contained
occasion.

I festive

22

people on that

prerogative
but no underclassman
may preSUllle to understand
tl~e
salty and must therefore
remam
speechless.
eon toes.
In the case of Seniors
-t. In all their new-foulld
dignionly, such a deformity is of mon- ty, the Seniors must at (It! tillles be
strous importance and must be off- the hrst to leave Chapel, Amalgaset with as much charm as possible
mation
-Meetings,
Convocations,
in the garb of the ambulants.
etc.
Underclassmen
will pause in
Therefore,
high heels with anklereverence ulltil the last Senior has
socks on campus are a Senior pre- departed.
rogative.
5. In order to exonerate all SellWe are now sure that you feel
iors, underclassmen
will
refrain
properly awed at being in the presfrom laughing at Professors' jokes.
ence of the majestic
Seniors, and 'I'h' 's an
I,
ex cl u s'Ive ,III. d preparano one of us wishes ever to deprive toryIS privilege
of the Senior class.
you of this delightful
sensation of
inferiority.
Therefore,
our tenth
6. Front se~ts at Chapel, ':'esstipulation is one pertaining to self- pefS, ConvocatIOn,
AmalgamatIOn.
deprivation.
Since our guidance etc., ar~ n~ver t.o be contaminated
and leadership are as essential to by contlglllty WIth underclassmen.
you in the future as in the present
7. In case a Senior .dlOuld have
and in order to help you carry out a date, underclassmen
arc not to
what has gone before, we make the ogle, touch, wolf, or grab!
supreme
sacrifice - we renounce
8. The Hdeference due to woour youth!
men
of pedigree" will be expected
Let us now turn to laws of even
when
Seniors board a bus or a
greater significance.
Since Senior
year portends even vaster responsi- train, when they condescend to atPICIllCS or mingle ·around
bilities, greater male scarcity, and tend
increasing paranoiac tendencies for punch bowls, or when they pause at
the Bulletin Boards.
At no time
the Seniors, it is but appropriate
that underclassmen
should materi- must the precious cargo which is a
ally panegyrize the Seniors by the Senior be jarred or shoved.
9. Never in any \\"a)' attempt to
following means.
imitate
a Senior j Senior refulgI. After
three years of struggle,
ence cannot be acquired-it
is an
mutilation,
and deprivation
at the act of God. Her exalted mentality.
post oAlce, a Senior is fully entitled
her enobled nature, her sense of
to every consideration.
IVlelligenous underclassmen
will always step
aside until Seniors have obtained
their mail.
2. Because the men with whom
Seniors associate are of toO ancient
a vintage to generate
the energy
necessary
to open
doors, underclassmen will be permitted
to· exhibit their vigour by constantly
performing this right for Seniors.

3. Immediately
upon achieving
the title of Senior, a great mental
alteration
occurs.
Automatically
Seniors acquire unheard-of
mental
prowess, and in order to pamper
this power into the full bloom necessary for generals, the co-operation of underclassmen
in the library is necessary.
If a Senior
cares to relieve her mental strain
by laughter, this is her exclusive

pany. These are kept in step with
each othcr and arc regularly checked with the chronometer
in the
Physics department
which is ~et b)
Arlington
time.
The
electricity
supplying our clocks, including the
program bells, goes through a circuit separate from the other four
1 circuits. Then if the college and
Arlington clocks do not agree. time
is taken to step up or slow do\vll
our clocks.
The development
of the power
plant has been going all since 1935·
Up to then two J SO hp. bailers
w~r.e heating t1~e college. ~o electrlCity was bell1g. genera~ed.
In
1935 a small turbll1e was l.nsta.lIed
for emergency
lise. .. SpnngtlIlle,
1938, saw the two b.Jl!ers belllg replaced by the present set. The dcstruction of the plant during
the
hurricane speeded the need for dtve/opment, so that the two Dicsel~
were hrst put into operation
the
foHowing

YELLOW CAB
Phone

Revelon
Individual

:Manicure
Hair Styles

Charm Beauty Shoppe
330 Stare Street

Roger Banks
84 Bank Street

•
I •
•

Y-larch, ancl t~e c::oIl1PI~t-1
ever

t~1plant has been functIOnIng

4321

present'

Arnold Authentics
Lady Nettleton
Andrew Geller

And other

slllce.
-------------------------------

famous
of cancellation

makes
shoes

...SEND your laundry
home

by convenient

RAILWAY EXPRESS
Thrifty idea, this: It saves you bother, a.nd ash tOO, for
you can express it home "collect", you know. So phonc
our agcD[ coday. He'll call for your weekly package,
speed it away by fast express crain, and when it
returns, deliver your laundry to you-aU without extta charge. Complete and handy, eb?
Only RAILWAY ExPRESS gives- this service, and
it's the same with your vacation baggage. For
either or both, jusr pick up a phone and call

UNION STATION
Phone

3363 -

3364

~r:W LO"-DOX,CO~?i.
CampuS ReperesentaU"e

Xanc:r

We have a complete line
of candies

and

favors

for

your

HALLOWE'EN

n.

Hough,

""Emll)T

Peterson's
247 State Street

House"

RAILWAY
EXPRESS
AGENCY.
NATION-WIDE

PARTY

Abby

INC.
RAIL-AIR

SERVIC£

A
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9 Students E n joy
Mt. Graylock Trip
Sponsored by IOCA
The invitation
said something
about not being afraid of October
frosts, and cows cropping grass under our sleeping
bags--so
nine
brave souls, with Justine Clark as
leader,
signed up for the l\It.
Greytock
weekend,
sponsored
by
IOCA.
A hike up the mountain,
with oppcr tunities
for bushwacking for those who were so inclined.
and a square dance party to be held
in the Williamstown
Grange were
the not to be resisted joys for
which we braved six above zero
weather.
Our weekend started
off with
Sue Fleisher taking movies of us
as we boarded our bus for Pittsfield, Mass.
The five hours trip
was passed with songs and anticipations of meeting the justly famous outing clubs of Dartmouth,
Yale, Amherst and Brown.
And we were not disappointed.
Our road led us onto another road,
which led us onto another and another bumpy road, which finally
ended in a pasture, where "rents
were pitched in the shadow
of
"Greytock." There we were met
by two Dartmouth
boys who
had been delegated to greet latecomers.
After dumping our bedrolls, we ate our trail lunches and
spent the afternoon climbing.
Evening brought the gang together for
a supper a la Mt. Holyoke, and a
song fest until about eight o'clock.
Piling
into
vehicles
in various
stages of decay and rejuvenation,
we finally
got to the Grange
Hall for our square dancing, call-

(Continued

e.e.
By NOR3U

PIKE

Phi Beta Kappa Announces

Patronize Our Advertisers

Kruse In Favor Of Union
Of Church And Democracy

Yams and Needles
Skirts - Sweaters - Blouses
\Vomrath Circulating Library

from Page Three}

dividual's worth, and because it is
wasteful. To "use" a person means
using that part of him which suits
the particular
purposes, ignoring
all his other potentialities.

We hear that democracy

The Eleanor Shop
313 State
Phone

Street
2-3723

is in-

efficient and totalitarianism
is efficient; yet what is more inefficient
than (0 waste the richness of unused personnel?
Dr. Kruse's
closing comment,
harking back to the ideal necessary
for human achievement,
was that
man lends dignity to life only by

Get it at ...

The old and the new, the swish
Starr''e Drug Store
and the Victorian, whispering ref- Three Winthrop Scholars
(Continued
from Pag e une)
[eta, regal velvet, and glamorous
2 Deliveries to Dorms Daily
silk: jersey-all
were woven togeth- fessional careers, advanced degrees
er into a gay, perfumed
kaleido- are necessary. She called attention
scope by the strings of Shep Merto the fact that there are a number
rill's music at the Service League
striving after the impossible and Carroll Cut-Rate Perfumers
of
fellowships
for
graduate
work.
152 State St., New London
Dance Saturday night.
remaining
faithful
to that ideal
Beth Mildon looked like a deli- Many of these are open only to through all adversity.
The Best in
cate cameo in her pale yellow taf- older, more advanced students, but
COSMETICS,
PERFUMES,
ETC.
feta gown with its black lace trim- there are a number
open to all.
ming on top and panels of lace These
include
fellowships
which
forming a border on the skirt.
combine
assisting
and studying.
(Continued
from PSj1;e TWQ)
Elmore Shoe Shop
The
Shakespearean
influence We have several such fellowships
thirty-five
cents
when
she decided
was transferred
from English Lit- here, including two in Chemistry.
Horne or Smart Collegiate
FOOTWEAR
erature in Fanning to the Salon in The fellows assist in the depart- to take a walk with the gang rather
Knowlton
by Bobby Brengle, who ment, receive small salaries, study, than go to the movies, the price of
11
Bank Street
a meal which the gang decided to
donned a Juliet cap of silver bead- and if all goes well, attain
Next to Whelan's
their
,
go without.
Can't we combine our
ing on black.
Masters degree in two years.
sympathy
with our
imaginations
Margaret
Wells in her crimson
Several of last year's graduates
1940
1792
and work out for ourselves or our
cap which in Switzerland
the peas- have this type of fellowship,
incrowd
a
method
to
stop
ourselves
ants wear to church
arrested
all cluding Susan Carson, who has a
The Union Bank & Trust
and each other from the habitual
eyes as she danced.
Co. of New London, Conn.
Psychology fellowship
at Brown,
extravagance
of our daily
life?
The ebony of Nedda Burdsall's
and Sybil Bindloss, who has a felTrust and Commercial Depts.
Let's each start a piggy bank or a
velvet hoop skirt was made to re- lowship in French
at Radcliffe.
148 YEARS OF SERVICE
milk
bottle
fund
today!
At
the
end
semble an old-fashioned
Valentine
Both girls are members of Phi Beta
of the semester, we could take the
by the white lace of her petticoat
Kappa. Our own Phi Beta Kappa
amount,
however large or small,
which was about three inches long- chapter has for two years awarded
to the Community
Chest Fund ofer than the skirt .
a fellowship,
preferably
to a Phi
ficials who would combine our sevA gold bracelet
glimmered
on Beta Kappa Senior.
Last year, it
Jewelers Since 1865
eral gifts into a check to the World
the long, white gloves of Jacqualyn
amounted to $250, and was awardStudent
Service
Fund.
The
hunMyers.
ed to Sybil Bindloss, to supplement
Leather Goods
gry Chinese students gave up food I Stationery
The blending of powder
blue her other fellowship.
The Amerifor
their
fellow
students;
surely
Novelties
taffeta and black velvet on tall, can Association of University Wowillowy Barbara Hogate
was in- men also gives fellowships, mostly, we can capture their spirit of sacriWatch and Jewelry Repair
fice, we who have so much for
deed attractive.
but not wholly, to older students.
Work Called for and Delivwhich to be thankful.
Gardenias
on the frosty pink
"The point of talking to you
______
~t942
ered at the College
ed by Cal Goddard, of Yale. taffeta of Dot Barlow added to the
about this is to let you know that
Then colored movies of the Lake charm and dignity of her appearthere is a chance for
graduate
296 MAIN STREET
Patronize Our Advertisers
George Canoe Trip
were shown ance.
help," President
Blunt said, "and
with Sue Fleisher
strutting
her
All these did I see-and
many
to let you older students know that
stuff in one of the canoes. A good others equally as charming-white
your applications
for fellowships
rousing "ehoeflv" in the middle of rhythmically
circling
the dance
must be made early. So keep track
Williamstown's
main
street
at floor, waiting
in line for a full
of the bulletin boards, and talk to
12 :30 P.M. woke us up all over
length glimpse in the lounge miryour advisors."
again, and properly squelched any ror, or sipping delicious punch.
The President concluded by exideas of sleep. Back we bounced to
plaining that certain schools, and
our camp spot, where fires were
Professor]. C. Holbert of Iowa certain Civil Service Commissions
soon roaring again ,and au r hearty
Usually,
these
State
College is secretary
of the have Internships.
songs echoing
back from Greycarry no salaries, but they take the
Iowa
Hereford
Breeders
associalock's heights.
At about 3 :30 ill
place of graduate work.
the morning,
the last of the die- tion.

Free Speech

...

a.c.

hards finally crawled
into their
sleeping bags and all was quiet.
We "wakened" to discover that
we were practically
frozen in our
sleeping bags, and that hoar frost
was on everything.
But the smell
of cocoa all the fire, and the promise of cereal and bananas,
bacon
and eggs and toast with our cocoa
aroused nearly everyone.
Again,
we spent the morning
clambering
around Greytock, slipping on the
frost encrusted leaves, and breaking through
bushes to reach the
top. Ah-the
joys of the outdoor

life (and the wonderful people) !
One o'clock brought
back our
incongruously
luxurious
bus, and
the C.C. contingent
regretfully
shouted its "gocdbyes,"
and "see
you again's" to the lucky ones who
could stay until evening.
It was a weekend worth the telling, and Monday morning
found
nine girls more than usually eager
for their mail.

Ellie Abrahams' 44
Patronize Our 11doertisers

Flowers
from

Fisher's
104
State

Phone
5800

Perry & Stone
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HOW TO WIN BOY·FRIENDS
AND INFLUENCE STAG· LINES
By Dalea Dorothy Clix
a sophomore at X
College,
is an absolute lamb about bringing
his boy friends over to our
school and introducing
them to me. But oh, Miss Clix, they
never come back of their own accord! I ask my brother why,
but he just poo-poos me evasively. I'm so upset that I bite my
fingernails!
WhatcanIdo?
AGONIZED

Dear Miss Clix: My brother,

Dear "Agonized":
Say
listen,youngwoman!
Don't
you realize what's wrong?
You've put your finger on it
yourself-you
bite your fingernails! If there is anything in the whole calendar
of female wrong-doing
that
gives men the gripes, and
sends them away like a stag
at bay, it's ugly, bitten fingernails.
Take your character-if
it isn't all weakby the scruff of its necksay: "Never again !"-and
then, just to make it easier,
manicure
them
with
a
mother's
care and keep
them tinted regularly with
a fashionable
shade of nail
polish. Then-ask
Brother
to bring on the Wild Game
again!

AND NOW, DEAR,~
READ THE NEXT
COLUMN CAREFULLY!

WHAT YOU CAN DO
TO HAVE MORE
BEAUTIFUL NAILS
Let the briIliant,gemhard lustre of DURA.
GLOSS give your fingernails that marvelous attraction
and
allure that men admire! DURA4GLOSS is
the amazing new nail
polish that's different!
DURA-GLOSS
flows on more smoothly, keeps its brilliant
beauty of color longer, resists
tacking
NEW SHADE
and chipping better!
ZOMBIE
Have the most beautiful fingernails
in the world-buy DURA-GLOSS!
.. NEW FORMU .... OY
Lorr Loboratories,

LORR IO¢

Pot.rlon,

N. J.

"Delicious and refreshing,"-ice-cold Coca-Cola
never loses the freshness
of appealthat firstcharmed
you. Its clean taste is exhilarating and a refreshed
feeling follows. Thirst
asks nothing more.

P A U.S E THAT
Bottled under authority

REFRESHES

of Tbe Coca-Cola Co. by

COCA·COLABOTILING CO., of NEW LONDON, Inc.
9lil Bank

Street

Wednesday,
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this year's classes. The greater
decrease in popularity of Italian as
against French and German
was
explained as a representation
of
Iowa State College
at Ames.
continued
respect for French cul- Iowa, is the geographical center of
tun: and a still high demand
for the state.
German in scientific fields.
-:\ ortheastem

Exchange

otes

At [he start of each term
He was sure to affirm
"We're u ing the same te.xt . [hi ..
rear."

Father: 'Veil, son, how are your
marks ?
Sonny: They're under water.
• • •
Father: \ Vhar do you mean?
Caner
Davidson,
President
of
Thousands
of American college
Sonny: Relow C Inel.
Knox College, is the youngest colstudents are virtually disfranchised
He
because of "cumbersome"
absentee lege president in the country.
Patronize 0 ur Advertisers
voting laws, it is pointed out by is 33 years old:
~ ortheasrcrn
Dr. Franc L. ~lcCluer, President
•
•
of \ Vestminster College.
l\fillinery ot
H is conclusion is based on a sur- Lint's to a Rt'publicr{11 Candidn:e
Distinctlon
vey by the College's
institute
of You won't get my vote
public affairs.
'Cause your language is strong
Ennis Shop
Dr. :\lcCluer
said more than You won't get my vote
230 Stale sr,
100,000 students of voting age "are 'Cause your hair is toO long;
discouraged or acruall y forbidden
You won't get my vote
to exercise their voting franchise."
'Cause I doubt your abilities;
The survey discovered little con- You won't get my vote
formity in statutes.
~Iissouri and 'Cause 1 don't like utilities;
Oklahoma
specify that absentee You won't get my vote
voting is possible only within state 'Cause 1 hate Indiana;
boundaries,
while
Rhode
Island You won't get my vote
.Iust Down the Hlll
and Virginia
insist it is legal only 'Cause 1 don't like your manner;
if the voter if; outside the bound- You won't get my vote
HOi Waffles
aries.
At the point of a gun .
25c
Citing varied restrictions in nu- You won't get my vote
merous other states, Dr. 1\1cCluer 'Cause I'm not twenty-one.
Pints of Ice Cream
concludes:
"This situation is parBoston Un-iversity News
ticular!v undemocratic
and sense25c
• •
less. College boys and girls of voting age, presumably studying to beYesterday:
Fine
Saudwit·ht'8
come better citizens, have neither
Today:
Fine
Chops
the inclination nor the encourageTomorrow:
Gosh,
better
get
ment to cut through the red tape that book back to the library.
Lobster
of absentee voting."
Radcliffe News

• • •

•

•
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Amazons To Have Field Day
At Yale's Sadie Hawkins Orgy
Committee
expressed
As part of a nation-wide
festiv- Hawkins
al, Yale's
First
Annual
Sadie confidence that the response from
Hawkins
Day Orgy will be cele- various girls' schools and colleges
brated in the Elm City on Satur- would be gratifying, since there arc
day, November 2, with the Brown no reserved seats for the football
admisfootball game as a co-feature,
it game, only $ [.10 general
further
comwas announced last night by a self- sion. This expert
mented that even this relatively inappointed
Sadie Hawkins-ill-Yale
expensive week-end might he valuCommittee.
1 n keeping with the traditions of able exprience for the paying febe
Sadie Hawkins Day, as set forth in males, who would subsequently
more
thoughtful
of
their
escorts'
the comic strip, Lil Ahner, girls
will do the pursuing and boys will pocketbooks than formerly.
Local headquarters,
it is reportdo the artful dodging. Since Yale's
First Annual Sadie Hawkins Day ed, are taking steps to have removlist of
Orgy chances to come during leap- ed from Miss Cutting's
year, girls will pay all expenses for New York's eligible all those unthe luckless victims of their pur- grateful young ladies who fail to
suit. As the distances from Pough- repay at least one social obligation
kecpsie, Northampton,
and other with a mail-order pursuit. All Official Sadie
Hawkins
Credential
points to New Haven are prohibitive, all man-hunting
will be done Cards which accompanv invitations
by mail, for which purpose a spe- arc to be turned in to the Commitcial Official Sadie Ha"\vkins Cre- tee, in order that no socially correct
blackdential Card is printed
elsewhere damsel shall be mistakenlv
balled by the fOl:mid;lble ~Iiss Cutin today's News.
ting.
Large quantities of these cards
are being mailed to reputable
female educational
institutions in order that all properly qualified girls
tllay pursuc their chosen males.
A feature of the week-end will
be a spectacular girl-eh.ase-boy melee between
the halves of the
R~' A~sochlted ColleJ'lnte ]'ress
Brown game.
Last year, .Julius
\"'idder,
often known as Fi-Buck,
lnteresting
effects
of
recent
held the limelight, but his box-of- world developments on the choice
fiee appeal was so disappointing
of courses by college students are
That his contract was not renewed noted
at Hob:ut
and vVilliarn
by the Athletic
Association.
The Smith colleges.
half-time mayhem festival is open
Language
departments
report
to all males and females present at sudden decreases ill enrollment
in
the game, regardless of age or cos· German, French, and Italian, with
tume.
increases in Spanish, Greek. and
Although
the
entertainment
Latin.
scheduled
for Saturday
night is
Both faculty members and stusomewhat deficient at this stage, dents were hard put to interpret
arrangements
are already
under the phenomenal
increase in Greek
way for a special Sadie Hawkins
and Latin enrollments.
Day Dance, to be attended only by
Adding to the mystery
is the
girls who have one or more males fact that, while girls have heretoin tow. Again, costuming will be fore made up at least half of the
largely up to the individual partici- Latin classes, there are almost none
pants, since the question of wheth_
er to adhere to the traditional
Sa·
Mary Lee Shoppe
die Hawkins Day garb, i.e., overalls, bandanas ,etc., or to appear in
THE NEW
York Street finery is too momenMary Lee Shoppe
tous for the Committee to decide.
284 Stute Street
Hope was expressed,
however,
by a spokesman of that group, that
every effort would be made to keep
Yal~'s First Annual
Sadie HawNational
kins Day Orgy in tune with such
Bank of Commerce
sartorial traditions
as have been
Establhlhed
]862
found successful in past events elseNew London, Conn.
where.
A financial expert on the Sadie

This
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World
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Said a casket to a 'nether casket,
Despite
an uncertain
future
"Say, is that you coffin?"
clouded by threats of war and ec• • •
onomic
insecurity,
the
nation's
youth arc becoming more and more There once was a prof named Mecareer conscious and thirst)'
for
Lear
higher education,
Temple UniverWhose students thought him JUSt a
sity officials have found.
dear;
Announcing
that
applications
for admission showed
a rune per
cent increase this veal', Registrar
iVlillard E. Gladfe>lter makes the
following
observations
gleaned
f rom a su rvev :
I, Deman~ls
for business tt-aiuing and preparation
for work in the
industries
lead all other education
trends.
2. Teaching
is coming into its
own agalll.
3. Careers that attract
W:lmen
arc in big demand,
especiall~r ill
highly·specialized
fields.

Steak

BreakfaSl Served
11 a.m,

7 a.m. C01npieLe

Dairy

Bar

• • •
Entering students
today are III
much
better
physical
condition
than thcir predecessors,
CX;\lllinations of J ~(X)O freshmen
entering
Kent State Universitv show.
Dr. A. O. DevVce~e, director of
universitv
health
serVices,
said
steady it~lprovell1el1t has bc~n indicated for 12 veal's. Outitanding
improvement
i;l nutrition has b:::cll
shown, the doctor said, \\·ith b:Jdy
and muscular
development
also
higher.
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Effecl Of Science On
Modern Living Topic
Of Ir, Ceo. Harrison
(Continued

from

PaCe Onel

the sub-atomic particles
may not
seem to have any connection
with
present day problems.
However,
~Ir. Harrison
described
the
monthly bills that come from the
grocery or the power and light
company as bills for energy, and in
this way made clear the relation of
the study of physics to contemporary problems.
In closing Mr. Harrison
expressed a new viewpoint on the relation of science to modern warfare.
He explained that if more
people are being killed by new and
more horrible methods, it is because
science has made it possible for
more people to be living. Since war
is caused by economic reasons, and
science is working
towards
the
straightening
out of economic chaos, perhaps the future progress of
science will eventually
lead to the
elimination
of war.

breath Ie
reversal of mood; for
the Chopin"
cherzo in B flat minor" was followed by three "Preludes" of George Gershwin. There
could not have been a more dramatic demonstration
of the contrast
in mood between our time and the
early 19th Century.
The Gershwin
Preludes"
are characterized
by that extreme subtlety of syncopation found in the best jazz and
swing music of today.
In his presentarion
of these compositions,
:\lr. Iturbi was "in the groove," so
to speak. Apparently
he finds the
modern idiom as congenial as the
earlier one.
The evening was completed with.
a spirited performance of DeFalla's
"Ritual Fire Dance," always calculated to electrify its heavens. As
encores there were "Sevilla" by AIbeniz,
"First
Arabesque"
and
"General
La Ville" by Debussy.
The audience received them with,
the unabated pleasure and enthusiasm which were in evidence the entire evening.
Il

Ghosts And Goblins Will
Dr. William A. Bryan Will Haunt Gym On Wednesday
Speak On Mental Illness
<Contlnufld from Ps&"e One)
(Continued

from PaKe One)

the hour grows late, and the light
grows dim, another mysterious figure, another faculty member, will
rise and deliver in awful tones awell, can you guess?
A ghost
story.
At the very end will be
food, good old cider} and doughnuts to help you frighten away the
witches
you might encounter
on
~'Ollr walk or run home.

ECTICUT

COLLEGE

October

30, 1940

NEWS

well as in the welfare
of their
friend.
:\lembers of both major
political parties favor the draft because it will strengthen our nationat defense mechanism. ~loreover,
they believe that it will strengthen
the individuals who will become a
part of that mechanism, for few indeed are the young men who will
not benefit from a year of military
discipline.
We hope that this attempt at
foresight, this interest in. the common good as opposed to the narrow
local viewpoint will continue. May
this attitude cast light on all our
thinking in domestic
and foreign
affairs, now and always.

Piano Playing Just ,A
Hobby Says Itnrbi
(Continued

Compliments

Boston Candy Kitchen

from Page Three)

of possessing.
Mr. l turbi
loves his music.
"When I play," he said, "there
is nothing else. Only my music and
nwself. The rest of the world just
doesn't exist."
When I got up to leave, fearing
that I had already
out-worn
my
welcome, Mr. l rurbi asked if I was
sure I had no more questions.
TO
more, 1 assured him. But now I
can think of a million things I wish
I'd asked him.
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Four Connecticut
University coeds have set another precedent
by
enrolling, along with 22 men, in
the second year of the Pilot Training Course. This program is again
offered by the University
in conjunction with the nation-wide
program being sponsored by the Civil
Aeronautics
Authority.
-The
Connecticut
Campu
The
University
of Minnesota
law school has decided to continue
its three year course for students
who enter with a B.A.

China
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Phone

8000
4808
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New London,
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Conn.
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Dancing
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Nights

Until 1:00 n.m.
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Place

In order to increase public interest
in problems of mental illness, Dr.
Bryan and his staff are now presenting a weekly series of radio
broadcasts over Station WNLC.
Accompanying
Dr. Bryan will
be Dr. Florien
Heiser} Professor
at the University
of Connecticut,
who
Chite f cousprrators
'
f h party
N is. hon S leave Hof absence
. 1 D· atH the
.
ate
orwrc . tate.
ospitat.
1.
els- are Virginia
Little,
President
of
er ma~ discuss informally
the psy- Service League, and Jane Merritt,
~~o\oglcal development
at the hos- Chairman of C.C.O.C.,
assisted by

Plt~, f

hID

B

Mary Meldrum,

Phyllis

Grove,

. e are t e. ecture,
1'.
.ryan \Frances
Homer,
Marion
Kane,
will have dinner with President Terr
Stro 19 Mart
Bo Ie Alyce
'Marty
Blunt and p.sycho.logy faculty and Wat~on,
IS\.:111i plister~
dub
111 WlIldham.
] a 1inson, H e Ien C raw f or,d l' eggy
A officers
h
'11 b f
s. t e progrdamhwl
eko .gen - Rubenstein,
and Mary McKev.
era I interest an t e spea er 15 0f
.
high repute in the medical world,
it is hoped that many of the student
body will attend the lecture.
(Continued
from Pa ee Two)
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Editorial . .

Enthusiastic Crowd Greets
Performance Of Iturbi
(Continued

from

Page

selves in favor
of conscription.
Why?
Because they are interested
in the welfare of their country, as

Onel

sized these qualities. Also in a quiet, but pointedly
romantic
mood
was the Schubert "Sonata in A major, Opus 120." To say that this
sonata is Schubert at his lyric best
is to say the most in its praise. The
melody under Mr. Iturbi's
guidance Rowed like liquid honey, rising here and there in muted climaxes, maintaining
always a glow·
ing serenity. The third movement
called forth a wealth of pearl-like
runs and trills of unbelievable delicacy.
Throughout
the three sections, Iturbi's performance, though
sympathetic,
was admirably lacking
in sentimentality.
Schubert
needs
more of this type of interpretation.
Mr. Iturbi does not play Chopin
as though he thought of the composer as an effete invalid. He presents, rather, the music of a man
strong in his passionate patriotism,
a man whose spirit identified itself
with the despairing bravery of his
people. It is vital music, and lturbi made the Polish armies arise and
march again in his thunderous crescendoes.
In the next group there was a
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